Interstitial radiobrachytherapy of malignant cerebral neoplasms: rationale, methodology, prospects.
The local use of radionuclides in the management of neoplastic processes was initially considered over 80 yr ago and has enjoyed increasing enthusiasm in the treatment of somatic and central nervous system tumours during the past 30 yr. The marriage of complex neuroimaging techniques and modern stereotactic devices has markedly enhanced the technical precision of interstitial radiobrachytherapy of malignant cerebral neoplasms. In applying these techniques, it is imperative to achieve an optimal placement of radionuclide sources in order to develop a geometrically homogenous, controlled distribution of radiation. Critical considerations include determination of tumour volume and contour, and development of a homogenous dose rate (dependent upon multiple sources at varying intensity) that will not only effect tumour cell kill but do this without excessive production of radionecrosis which necessitates craniotomy because of mass. Using the Brown-Roberts-Wells (BRW) stereotactic guidance system and an image-defined, volumetrically determined target, implants of multiple iridium 192(192Ir) sources were used to establish appropriate isodose envelopes. A methodology for achieving the described objectives is detailed as it applies to a variety of malignant intracerebral neoplasms (glioblastoma multiforme, malignant astrocytoma, malignant mixed glioma, primary cerebral lymphoma, metastatic carcinoma and malignant pineal region tumours). Technical realization of precision implantation relying upon imaging data may be acheived with this method with satisfactory responses that are dependent upon histological tumour type and the morphology of the tumour distribution as related to the image. Early and late complications related to the surgical technique and radionuclide applications were less than 5%. Although encouraging, these techniques require further definition and greater data accrual before uniform application outside major medical centres can be justified. It is anticipated that improvement in results with intrinsic gliomas and other invasive neoplasms will be realized with further definition of tumour boundaries by tract biopsy techniques and concurrent utilization of hyperthermia and brain protective methods.